
 

Alternating A/B Days (3/2), No E-Learning Wednesday Zoom Day 

Hybrid Learning Model Improvement Plan 

Board Approved, October 19, 2020 

First Day of Implementation, October 26, 2020 (first day of 2nd quarter) 

Weekly Rotation Schedule (5-day week example) 

Monday: A Day  

Tuesday: B Day 

Wednesday: A Day 

Thursday: B Day 

Friday: A Day 

Monday: B Day 

Tuesday: A Day 

Wednesday: B Day 

Thursday: A Day 

Friday: B Day 

Schedule rotates in succession between A/B days throughout academic calendar for as long as 

needed (see example) 

Schedule Details: 

Adds 3 additional instructional days on campus for both A and B day students between October 

26 – December 22 (or as needed). 

Adds 50 minutes per week in each course when students are in the 3 day on campus rotation. 

Eliminates Wednesday schedule as teachers will be teaching in person with students each day. 

Instructional planning, grading, and continuity improved due to the learn/do/learn/do type of 

pace. 

Learners better served by every other day contact, accountability for completing coursework 

improved within the schedule due to improved flow/pace. 

Pros:   



Lessons can be chunked or planned better and learners can grasp a schedule similar to that of a 

block schedule. 

Wednesday schedule now is hit or miss, so adding more on campus minutes will help. 

Balance assignment schedule out for students, currently is feels to much like, “frontloading.” 

Better instructional flow, allowing for greater accountability, deadline management, and higher 

expectations for communication, support, and academic intervention. 

Special Education program would remain in attendance every day. 

FRCC would pilot on campus, full time, due to current block schedule, no lunch service, no 

transportation requirements, and dual classrooms/oversized rooms in most programs of study.  

Cons/Challenges:  

Some students have been working and going to school, they will need to adjust back into a 

more traditional school flow. 

E-learning transitions may or may not occur. 

Change for some is hard. 

Other Recommendations/Designed Improvements Under Construction: 

Tutoring sessions available to students who need additional academic support (before and after 

school, within academic lab structures as designed at the building level). 

Instruction must be bell to bell, maximizing use of instructional time with students. 

Communication from teacher/classroom to parents through Lumen email feature utilized more 

consistently. 

 

 

 

  

  

 


